Terasaki Project Reference: Chelyabinsk Pipe-Rolling Plant

This new facility was launched in 2010 and its new equipment allows producing single-seam welded pipes with 1420 mm diameters, 48 mm thick walls and 12 or 18 m long.

Its capacity is 900,000 metric tons per year.

Number of employees is 1,000.

“...In July 2012 Azbuka El Ltd has supplied JSC ChelPipe Terasaki TemPower 2 ACBs for power distribution in the new pipe-rolling workshop.

A special technical preparation preceded the delivery. New earthing ACB function was implemented to provide additional personnel and equipment protection during the maintenance and installation.

During the installation and operation Terasaki circuit breakers declared themselves as reliable, modern and easy to use equipment. Azbuka El specialists answered all technical questions on time. Circuit breakers correspond stated specification and reliably protect personnel.

JSC ChelPipe would like to thank Azbuka El Ltd for well-timed deliveries. We would recommend Azbuka El Ltd as a reliable partner, who can supply modern and high quality equipment.”

-A. Mylnikov, Chief Power Engineer in JSC ChelPipe

ChelPipe Facts

- 2 x TemPower 2 AR440S
- 1 x TemPower 2 AR 332S
- All ACBs have an earthing function, which adds extra level of safety during maintenance. The ACB itself becomes the earthing device, allowing earthing of line or load of the system.